
Vetropieno  
Glass Bricks
Introduced by Seves Glass Block as part 
of the Design Collection, Vetropieno comes 
in four colors: Neutral, Blue, Nordica and 
Siena, and provides another glass solution 
for decorating interiors and exteriors, with 
a focus on the artistic and expressive 
possibilities of the material. It’s an original 
alternative to classic blocks that has the 
ability to create stunning dividing walls that 
allow light to pass through into each room, 
or special design nuances that will add a 
touch of style, individuality and color.

The standard size and versatile shape 
allows it to be installed both horizontally and 
vertically creating smooth surfaces,traditional 
designs, delicate frames or colored light 
reflections. Vetropieno Glass Bricks have 
endless applications including bathrooms, 
kitchens, decorative columns, as well as 
interior and exterior pool areas, divider walls 
and railing structures.

Solids
Vetropieno Glass Bricks  - a 100% solid glass block that combines the strength of traditional brick with the 
transparency and luminosity of glass. Unlike traditional products that are hollow inside, solid Vetropieno 
Glass Bricks deliver visual effects and movement created deep within the block that adds transparency, 
passage of light and new beauty to the usual properties of this construction element.

Siena
4.65” x 4.5” x 2”
3.75 lbs

Siena 
9.375” x 4.5” x 2”
7.7 lbs

Nordica 
4.65” x 4.5” x 2”
3.75 lbs

Nordica 
9.375” x 4.5” x 2”
7.7 lbs

Neutro  
4.65” x 4.5” x 2”
3.75 lbs

Neutro  
9.375” x 4.5” x 2”
7.7 lbs

Blue 
4.65” x 4.5” x 2”
3.75 lbs

Blue  
9.375” x 4.5” x 2”
7.7 lbs

Seves Glass Block + Extech 
Gridlock™ Glass Block System
The fastest way to install and repair a glass block wall 

unmatched durability and vandal resistance 

build-up dirt or discolor 

Attractive and Smart 

colors, etched or back screened glass blocks) 

Flexible and Durable 

and quickly installed versus traditional mortar or heavy 
pre-glazed systems 

snapped and permanently “locked” into place 

remove sealants or adhesives

Gridlock™
Seves Glass Block, in partnership with Extech’s Gridlock™ Glass Block System (patent pending), give a new 
dimension to glass block wall installation. Virtually unbreakable 2” thick solid glass “snap-in blocks” simplify 
both installation and maintenance. Superior graffiti resistance protects against vandalism. Simple pressure 
wash cleaning is all you need for upkeep providing nearly zero maintenance. Numerous framing patterns and 
finishes let you create attractive walls that lock in long term performance!

 

Vetropieno can be installed using mortars or structural silicones. Unsupported 
areas should be limited to 40 s/f or less. Maximum dimensions either in height or 
width should not exceed 10 ft. Structural calculations may be required depending 
upon proposed application. Contact your SEVES Distributor for more information.

www.sevesglassblock.com
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